Lindrum From Mars - About

WAV

Naming Conventions:

SD Lindrum Color B Orig 01.wav

OH Lindrum Pitched 27

________________________________________________________


SD = Drum Voice Name


Lindrum = Product Name


Orig = Original. This means these samples are captured using the Lindrum’s factory settings.  If the name does not include “Orig”, that sample was created by swapping eproms.

By default, the Lindrum only provides pitch control for the Snare, Sidestick, Toms, and Congas.

The pitches we provided are not exact semi-tones unless otherwise noted (Conga). However all lowest pitches are the minimum knob setting, and all highest pitches are the maximum knob setting.


Color = Processed. Various levels of processing range from less processed (A) to more processed (D). Everything was run through an API 1608 console, and processed by various tape machines, compressors and EQs. MCI Tape 1/4” JH110 tape machine; CL1 compressor, Distressor, API 560, API 550B, API 2500, SSL Channel Gate and compressor, Overstayer Saturator

Clean: Absence of “Color” in the name means the sample was recorded cleanly, directly to converter. 


Pitched = Pitched by way of installing the voice chip into the Snare eprom slot, which has a tuning knob. By swapping eproms inside the Lindrum, we were able to sample multiple pitches for each voice.  




Additional:

Orig A#1, B1, C2 etc on Conga: There are 44 chromatically tuned Conga samples. The Conga on the Lindrum is the most “tonal” sound, so we tuned each pitch so you can create more melodic parts.

Decay - on voices other than Closed Hi Hat = On Snare, Clap and Sidestick only. By installing the voice chip into the Hi Hat eprom slot, we can provide multiple Decay settings for that respective drum voice.


Individual Hits

Contains all Lindrum samples

Toms and Congas on Lindrum contain the same sample, so only 1 Tom and 1 Conga were captured

Normalization has been performed to balance the volumes between drum hits - by lowering the color hits so that they sound roughly the same volume as the clean hits, but also to balance the Hi Hats to the Bass Drum, for instance. 



Kits

These are 16 hit kits, created from the Individual Hits samples
These samples also exist in the Individual Hits folder, but the volume has been fine tuned here so they play well together. 


Ableton

This was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

Lindrum From Mars Rack:
Lindrum Tuning: This macro switches between the tuned Lindrum samples for any given voice, effectively allowing you to control the pitch of the Lindrum without implementing any digital Ableton tuning. 
Lindrum Decay: Switches between samples captured at different decay settings on the Lindrum, where applicable.
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff frequency. A slight envelope modulation has been applied for punchiness. This is great for “cleaning up” the noise on samples (that is, if you don’t desire it!). 
Decay: A combination of Ableton’s decay and release times, so you can shorten your sample if desired. 
Tune: Ableton’s digital tuning, in cents. In combination with Lindrum Pitch you can fine tune your samples and nail a desired pitch.
Drive: A combination of Ableton’s saturation and utility gain reduction.
FX: Various Ableton FX
Color: Selects between the clean or color version(s) of each sample
Envelope: Ableton’s filter envelope

Grooves

14 groove templates, created from the Lindrum’s famously groovy sequencer. .AGR can be used in Ableton and Midi can be used in many DAWs. See “Installation Docs” for more info. 

Kontakt, Logic, Reason, SFZ

Contain all Individual Hit Instruments

Contain all (10) 16x Hit Kits

Battery & Maschine

Contain all (10) 16x Hit Kits (does not include Individual Hits patches)


MPC 1000 & 2500

	•	Contains 16 bit versions of all (10) 16x Hit Kits, with renamed .WAV files to accommodate the 16 character limit. Separated into 3 .PGM drum programs (does not include additional samples from the Individual Hits folder)


MPC Live & MPC X 

   •	Contain all (10) 16 Hit Kits, separated into 3 .XPM drum programs.  See “Installation Docs” for more info. 


